ZIONSVILLE PLAN COMMISSION MEETING RESULTS
Monday July 15, 2019
The meeting of the Zionsville Plan Commission was scheduled for Monday July 15, 2019, at 7:00 p.m.
in the Zionsville Town Hall Council Chamber, 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana.
The following items were scheduled for consideration:
I.

New Business
Docket
Number

2019-26-DP

2019-27-PP

Name

Viewegh
Properties @
Stonegate, LLC

Hub I-65

Address of
Project

7623 & 7625 W.
Stonegate Drive

4250 S. State
Road 267
Lebanon IN

Item to be Considered
Approved with Conditions based on the Staff
Report and Materials enclosed in the Plan
Commission Packets
6 in Favor
0 Opposed
Petition for Development Plan approval to provide an
approximately 6974 square foot Commercial and
Residential structure in the (UB) Rural Urban Business
Zoning District
Approved with Conditions based on the Staff
Report and Materials enclosed in the Plan
Commission Packets
6 in Favor
0 Opposed
Petition for Primary Plat Approval to provide for 2 Lots
in the Rural (I1) Industrial Zoning District

2019-28-DP

2019-29-DPA

Hub I-65

Hoosier Village
(Guardhouse)

4250 S. State
Road 267
Lebanon IN

5300 W. 96th
Street

Approved with Conditions based on the Staff
Report and Materials enclosed in the Plan
Commission Packets
6 in Favor
0 Opposed
Petition for Development Plan Amendment to allow for
the construction of an approximately 219,240 and
846,720 square foot building(s) in the Rural (I1)
Industrial Zoning District
Approved with Conditions based on the Staff
Report and Materials enclosed in the Plan
Commission Packets
6 in Favor
0 Opposed
Petition for Development Plan Amendment to allow for
elevation revisions to the façade of the Guardhouse in
the (SU-7) Special Use Zoning District

II: Other Matters to be considered
Docket
Name
Number

Address of
Project

Item to be Considered
2019 Zoning Ordinance Update: Discussion

July 16, 2019

Zionsville Plan Commission
July 15, 2019
In attendance: David Franz, Larry Jones, Sharon Walker, George Lewis, Josh Fedor, Mary
Grabianowski
Staff attending: Dan Taylor, attorney, and Wayne DeLong
A quorum is present.
Franz

I would like to call to order the July 15, 2019 Zionsville Plan Commission
meeting. Start with the pledge of allegiance please.

All

Pledge of Allegiance.

Franz

Will the secretary please take roll?

DeLong

Yes. Mr. Franz?

Franz

Present.

DeLong

Ms. Grabianowski?

Grabianowski Present.
DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Present.

DeLong

Ms. Walker?

Walker

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Fedor?

Fedor

Present

DeLong

Mr. Lewis?

Lewis

Present.

Franz

That’s six people. That’s the entire membership of the Commission currently. If
the votes are 3-3, they will be automatically continued to next month. With that,
in your packet there is a set of minutes from the June 17 Plan Commission
meeting. Is there any comments, changes, deletions, etc. to those? If not, is there
a motion to approve?

Walker

So moved.

Franz

Is there a second?

Lewis

Second.
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Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries 6-0. There are no continuance requests. On to new business. First
item on the Docket is # 2019-26-DP, the Viewegh Properties and Stonegate LLC,
7623, 7625 West Stonegate Drive, petition for development plan approval to
provide for an approximately 6,975-square foot commercial and residential
structure in the UB, rural urban business zoning district. Is the petitioner present?

Fettig

Yes. Good evening. I am Karl Fettig, architect with US Architects, located at
9200 West Smith Street, Yorktown, Indiana 47396. I am here tonight
representing Joe Viewegh and Viewegh Properties at Stonegate, and to propose
the new building at 7623 and 7625 West Stonegate Drive. The current zoning of
these lots is UB, and we feel that our project supports the rural urban business
district intent, and complements the surrounding streetscape. The first floor of the
new building would consist of approximately 3600 square feet, divided into two
professional office tenant spaces, and the second floor would be approximately
3500 square feet divided into two residences. We have received and responded to
the technical advisory committee, and at this time all comments have been
satisfied. We’re ready to file for construction design release with the state, and
look to file for local building permit in the coming weeks. Thanks for your time,
and I look forward to addressing any comments or concerns by the Commission
or the public.

Franz

All right. Thank you. Is there any comments from the public on this matter at this
time? Being none, can I have the staff report, Wayne?

DeLong

Thank you. Staff is supportive of the petition as it’s been filed. You may recall
previous projects have been brought forward by this petitioner, and this would be
another project to fill out two additional lots. In this particular case, the project is
proposing to occupy the property with, or two lots, with one building, which is
permissible under the zoning ordinance. As the petitioner indicated, a TAC
meeting was conducted. Petition was reviewed, and comments have been
returned to the Town for review and finalization for the presentation this evening.
Again, staff is supportive of the petition as filed, and I’d be happy to answer any
questions.

Franz

All right. Thank you. At this time, is there any questions from any of the
members of the Plan Commission?

Walker

I do. I mean, this is not my usual type question, but why would you need
approval Whitestown? Is that a typo? I mean?

DeLong

Whitestown is the controller of the utilities here.

Walker

Oh, okay. I was just looking at that going, like, okay. Thank you.
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DeLong

Certainly.

Jones

I’ve got a couple of general questions, just for information. Originally these lots
were set up to be developed as what type of building or structure. Were they, was
the original intent with Stonegate to try to do more strictly commercial, and no
residential, or were they always sort of set up as mixed-use? Or do you know?

Fettig

I personally don’t know.

Jones

Okay.

DeLong

Larry, I can tell you with the zoning has always supported residential in the UB.

Jones

Okay.

DeLong

So, when Stonegate, when it was first proposed, as I believe, it was contemplated
as potentially a mixed-use development, facilitated by a planned unit
development ordinance, however, there was revisions to that thought and openly
this project marched forward back when the APC controlled the area for planning
and zoning purposes, and brought forth a mixed use development in terms of
different zoning districts within the development.

Jones

Okay. The other piece is, so these will be all rental apartments up above?

Fettig

Yes. The two single-family residences above, and then two professional offices
below.

Jones

Okay. Because the other part I find interesting is that the access to the apartments
up above is from the rear, which, I was kind of like trying to see, you know. I’m
assuming the owners have done their due diligence and they have got a market
for this type of unit, and it’s going to hit a certain niche that would find that,
typically you would see some sort of street entry piece, but that’s not really our
call to say one way or the other how that works. But I just found it, as I’m
looking at your plan thinking, well, do I want to knock this off someday for
something I’ve got. You know, I’m like, well, all right. I’ll ask the question. I’ll
let you do the math. I’ll let you do the heavy lifting. You know?

Fettig

The two adjacent that we’ve completed already are both rented, I think, right?

Jones

Okay. And, that was the final question. So, you’ve done similar building, you
know, to this in that area?

Fettig

Yes.

Jones

Okay.

Walker

I had the same question with my little sticky note that Leonard has. Like, okay,
that’s a little on the different size.

Franz

So, any other questions, comments? If not, is there a motion?
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Grabianowski I move that Docket # 2019-26-DP, petition for development plan approval to
provide an approximately 6,974-square foot commercial and residential structure
in the UB rural urban business zoning district at 7623 and 7625 West Stonegate
Drive be approved.
Franz

Is there a second?

Walker

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries 6-0.

Fettig

Thank you.

Franz

Thank you. Next on the Docket are # 2019-27-PP and # 2019-28-DP for Hub I65, 4250 South State Road 267, Lebanon, Indiana. Petition for primary plat
approval to provide for two lots in the rural I1 industrial zoning district, and a
petition for development plan amendment to allow for the construction of
approximately 219,240 and 846,720-square foot buildings in the rural I1
industrial zoning district. Is the petitioner present?

Price

Yes, Mr. President. For the record, my name is Matt Price. I am here tonight on
the behalf of the applicant Hub I-65. You may recall that this project came
through for a rezoning last fall. It was approved by the Town Council in
December of last year. And, since that time, we have been working through a
number of the development issues relating to the site. I’m happy to report that
earlier this morning we received drainage approval from Boone County. So,
you’ll note in your staff report. That was, I think the chief outstanding approval
item that we were waiting on. We also received a waiver from the fire protection
ordinance this morning from the Safety Board, immediately before the drainage
approval, which occurred at the County level, relative to the looping requirement
for a water line serving the two industrial buildings. And, so we made a
commitment to the Safety Board relative to the fire protection system that will be
serving the building, and it will be subject to additional plan review by the fire
department as we identify a particular user for, and users, for each one of these
structures. Right now, the buildings are being built on a speculative basis, and we
have not identified a specific tenant. I have with me this evening two
representatives of the project. Raif Webster, who you may recall was here as part
of the zoning efforts, sitting in the front row, and Ross Nixon, who was our
project engineer from American Structurepoint. I believe we’ve worked through
the comments from the Town’s engineers, as well as, kind of, what the former
project that we just heard. This project is also subject to Whitestown utilities,
County, with respect to highway, and what was put the highway and drainage.
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And, so we have been working with each one of these jurisdictions to bring the
project forward to this point, and, I believe they are in a position tonight to be
approved, both with regard to the plat and the development plan. Raif, Ross and I
are available to answer any questions that you have, and appreciate your
consideration this evening.
Franz

All right. Thank you. At this point in time, is there any comments on this matter
from the public? Being none, Wayne, staff report please?

DeLong

Thank you. Reading from the Plan Commission’s preliminary plat staff report,
staff is supportive of the petition and certainly note the actions this morning are
definitely in support of the project. A TAC meeting was hosted and the project
was reviewed at that time. Comments were submitted to the petitioner, and the
comments have been received back and analyzed by the Town staff, and
formulated this evening in the form of the recommendation that’s in front of you.
Specific to the development plan, staff is as well supportive of the petition as
filed based upon the outcome of the Safety Board, and certainly the Drainage
Board, with the discussions of the project. Again, staff is supportive of both
petitions, development plan and primary plat, and I’d be happy to answer any
questions you may have.

Franz

All right. Thank you. At this point in time, I’ll throw it open to the members of
the Commission. Anybody have any questions, comments?

Fedor

Wayne, there was, I was not at the meeting on the first go-around on this, and I
know there is some concerns about some landscaping and such on the north side
of the property that was maintenance made. Have those been recorded yet? Or
have they been recorded yet?

Price

They have not. We have been working closely with counsel for Saratoga
subdivision, and they approved the form of the commitments late Friday evening.
So, they have been approved as to form. They are ready to be recorded, and can
be recorded contemporaneously with this approval.

Fedor

Okay.

Price

They are represented by Jeff Jacob, and we have been in correspondence with
him for several weeks just making sure they were comfortable with the
commitments.

Fedor

So they have been moving forward with those commitments.

Price

Yes. Most definitely. And, we have kept the Town apprised of our progress with
that, as well.

DeLong

But, certainly, the drawings that are in front of you this evening, staff has been
reviewing them as if, certainly this Plan Commission commitments are
applicable to the project regardless of them being recorded or not. Certainly,
appreciate the petitioner’s update this evening, but the project has been designed
in concert with the language of that document.
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Fedor

Okay.

Lewis

I mean, I guess my recollection was that there was concerns about just the
proximity of the properties to the north and the landscaping mound and the noise,
and there were several things that were talked about.

Price

So, what happened was, you’re correct on all those fronts. What happened postPlan Commission proceeding is, we had a number of meetings with the Saratoga
subdivision, and arrived at a set of written commitments that incorporated
additional buffering to the north, and then also one significant, very significant,
commitment, which was the petitioner agreed to extend municipal water service
for their subdivision at their cost. And, that’s been the primary public works
project we have been working on with that subdivision ever since over the last
several weeks with Mr. Jacob and the community.

Lewis

Okay.

Franz

So, that’s pretty nice of you guys.

Price

It was, we ended up not having remonstrance during the Council meeting process
because of that. It was a great deal of upper and very significant commitment
made by the company.

Franz

Anybody else have anything else? If not, there will be two motions on this one.
Would somebody like to make a motion?

Fedor

I move that Docket # 2019-27-PP, petition for primary plat approval to provide
for the petition for primary plant approval for two lots in the rural I1 industrial
zoning district be approved based on the findings of facts as presented.

Franz

Is there a second?

Walker

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries 6-0. On to the development plan. Is there a motion for that?

Walker

I move that Docket # 2019-28-DP, development plan petition to provide for the
approval to allow for the construction of approximately 219,240 and 846,720square foot buildings in the rural I1, Sharon needs to put her glasses on, industrial
zoning be approved with the conditions noted in the staff report and based upon
the findings of fact.

Franz

Is there a second?
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Fedor

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries 6-0.

Price

Thank you, Mr. President.

Franz

Thank you. Next on the Docket is # 2019-29-DPA, Hoosier Village guard house,
5300 West 96th Street, petition for development plan amendment to allow for the
elevation revisions to the façade of the guard house in the SU7, special use
zoning district. Is the petitioner present? He was here earlier.

Lewis

Out in the hallway.

Jones

Yes, I saw Tim here earlier.

Lewis

He is surprised at our progress.

Jones

Move on.

Franz

No, he was here.

Ochs

Good evening. My apologies.

Franz

No problem.

Ochs

Last on the agenda, I certainly thought it would be later than this.

Franz

You’re used to waiting a long time. Sometimes it’s quick.

Ochs

Tonight was quick. But, good evening. For the record, Tim Ochs, attorney at Ice
Miller, representing BHI Senior Living, Inc. If it feels like déjà vu, that would be
because it is. This is a request that should be very, very familiar. Previously we
had obtained development plan approval for a new, what we refer to as a guard
house, at what will become the new main entrance on Zionsville Road. The
leadership team at BHI, in reviewing the plans that were originally approved,
looked at the architectural design of the original guard house, and said this is
nice, but we can do better. And, that was the direction given to the design team,
and they came up with something better. What’s important to note is that the site
plan, the size of the guard house, in almost every respect, both plan and profile,
the silhouette, if it were black and white, is all basically the same. But, as we’re
going through the permitting process, and we submitted the revised plan, really
the new skin, if you will, for the guard house, it was a significant enough change
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from staff’s perspective that they felt as though we needed to come back and get
the approval. So, this is all the same with the exception of the skin. So, the
booklet you have is really identical, and really what’s changed is going to be
under Tab 5, and that shows the elevation of the buildings. Excuse me. Of the
building, from all four sides. This will cost more than the one that was approved.
Quite frankly, in my opinion, I think it’s a little bit more consistent with what
I’ve always viewed as designs of those style, but that is the reason for it. That is
why I’m back before you even though it seems like we just did this. So, with that,
and consistent with the pace at which this has been going, I’d be happy to answer
any questions that the Commission might have.
Franz

All right. Thank you. At this time, is there any questions or comments from the
public on this matter?

Grabianowski I’m assuming that, oh, I’m sorry. Go ahead.
Franz

Okay. Wayne, could we have the staff report first?

DeLong

Certainly. As staff is supportive of the petition as filed. Yes, the technical merits
of the project were reviewed previously. The project as it’s proposed is merely
changing the architectural elements. It’s a discussion equally as much staff’s
involvement as the Plan Commission’s involvement. The staff is supportive of
the architectural palate as proposed, and I’d be happy to answer any questions.

Franz

All right. Thank you. At this point - -

Grabianowski --I’m assuming that it’s big enough for fire engines to get through, even if fire
engines get a little bigger. Because they could. They are bigger now than they
were.
Ochs

They are. There was a question that came up after filing, before tonight’s hearing,
with respect to the height of the overhang. That was addressed, and we have used
the software to make sure the turning radius and the trucks and get through, and
they can. So, that was considered, and back when we first proposed the guard
house, we actually met with the fire chief, and went through it with him and got
their blessing.

Grabianowski And, I have to say that I have many friends who live out there and call it a guard
house. I’m thinking now they’re in prison.
Ochs

That’s probably fair. We’ll need to come up with a different name for it, but from
BHI’s perspective, it is going to become the front door.

Grabianowski Right.
Ochs

And, they want it to look as good as it can.

Franz

Any other comments? If not, is there a motion?

Lewis

I’ll do it. I move that Docket # 2019-19-DPA, to allow for petition for
development plan amendment to allow for elevation revisions to the façade of the
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guard house in the SU7 special use zoning district be approved based on the
findings in the staff report, staff recommendation and submitted finding of fact as
presented.
Franz

Is there a second?

Fedor

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries 6-0.

Ochs

Thank you.

Franz

Thank you. Next on the Docket is the matter of zoning ordinance update. I’ll pass
this over to Wayne, please.

DeLong

Yes, very quickly. We discussed this list last month, and staff took its final effort
to reduce the list. We removed a few of the touches related to amending the
subdivision control ordinance. Really isolating the effort to the zoning ordinance,
or items that are tied to the zoning ordinance, and we can deal with the
subdivision control ordinance at a later date. The one item that we did add to that
list is how average setbacks are addressed in the urban area. There is some
overlapping language that competes with itself, related to setbacks, when you
have more than one accessory building on a property in the urban area of
Zionsville, urban zoning. You’re permitted up to two accessory structures, and so
staff felt some clarification on that language was necessary. So, this is staff’s
final effort. Our, certainly looking for any additional final comments this
evening, but this is the list we would look to run with the legal advertisement to
prepare this for discussion and formal public hearing at a formal public meeting
at the future Plan Commission meeting in August.

Franz

And, then the process, there would be forward a recommendation to the Town
Council, correct?

DeLong

Correct. That would be the ultimate action, and they would hear the request.
Either affirm the action that you have taken, or remand it back to you for any
suggestions and changes that they are interested in seeing.

Franz

All right. Anybody have any questions, comments?

Grabianowski Page 4, under J, architectural design requirements. ‘In reviewing the architectural
design of buildings proposed to built’, I think you need to add to ‘be built’ or ‘to
build’.
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DeLong

Yes. This is cut and paste out of the current ordinance, and there are some
misspellings, so we will take the opportunity to fix that grammatical error.

Grabianowski Okay.
Fedor

Always a schoolteacher.

DeLong

We appreciate it.

Jones

I’ve got a question about the expiration of approved development plans. So, with
the passing of this revision, will that apply then to existing, as well as future? In
other words, will things be grandfathered? I am thinking in terms of the farm.

DeLong

So, are you speaking of Page 9, under B.?

Jones

Correct.

DeLong

So, what staff is attempting to do is address the timeline that the ordinance
speaks to, that projects struggle with meeting, as well as finding when did that
moment in time happen where the final approval was indeed granted, and what
staff has fallen back on, and had some preliminary conversations with counsel
about, is that since commitments, and like we mentioned this evening, since
zoning commitments are applicable regardless of recordation or not, setting a
marker out there as to when the Plan Commission has an expectation as to
recordation conflicts with that legal standard. So, in essence, eliminating the
timeline, I’m not sure it impacts any particular project that’s currently approved.

Jones

Okay.

DeLong

Because it’s the highlighted language that we’re looking to strike, but the
approval process and the expiration of a project that’s not recorded, or doesn’t
move forward because of vested rights, and that’s what this language attempts to
mirror, is the vested rights statute and not do anything more than what the vested
rights statutes speak to.

Jones

Okay.

Franz

Anybody else have any questions, comments? Any other business? If none, is
there a motion to adjourn.

Grabianowski So moved.
Franz

Second?

Fedor

Second.

Franz

All in favor.

All

Aye.
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